Abstract. This paper aims to present CDFS, a centralized, dynamic flow schedule mechanism to maximize network throughput and to minimize the conflict between elephant and mice flows. CDFS schedules elephant flows with a scalable "Max-min Weight" scheme, which is adaptive to the available bandwidth of links. Meanwhile, switches route mice flows with multipath routing method. Experiment results show that CDFS improves network throughput by 10% when mice flows dominate the network traffic, and reduces mice flow latency by at least 60% compared to the standard OpenFlow model.
Introduction
Several studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] indicate that many applications in datacenters fall into two broad categories: bandwidth-consuming, and latency-sensitive. Bandwidth-consuming applications (e.g., file transfer, email delivery and big data analysis) generate long-lived and high-throughput flows (known as "elephant" flows). While latency-sensitive applications (including web browsing, ICMP service and RPC) produce "mice" flows with relatively small size (typically smaller than 1MB [2] ). Elephant flows comprise most of the network throughput, whereas a majority of flows are mice ones.
This observation motivates us to develop an effective mechanism for both types of flows. We assume that the state-of-the-art elephant flow scheduling mechanism is beneficial to improve the network throughput. Meanwhile, it should make every effort to avoid conflicts between elephant and mice flows. Moreover, with low dependency on the monitoring system, our proposed mechanism can simplify the deployment and save the energy consumption.
Recent technologies merely handle elephant flows [12] , or only resolve latency issues [3, 13] . In contrast, our work is devoted to handling both type of flows. Previous flow scheduling mechanisms using a centralized controller [5, 12] require fine-grained flow statistics. However, CDFS only requires the available bandwidth of the link.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce CDFS architecture. Section 3 describe elephant flow scheduling algorithm. We evaluate the performance of CDFS in different traffic patterns in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper. In this section, we describe an overview of the CDFS architecture overview and the workflow.
Architecture

Architecture Overview
CDFS architecture includes three layers as shown in Figure 1 , based on SDN architecture [6] .
Application Layer. Monitoring server and routing server are the most important components in this layer. Monitoring server is responsible for collecting topology/link states and available bandwidth statistics from switches. Routing server focuses on: 1) elephant flow scheduling; and 2) multipath construction for routing mice flows. Routing server makes use of the information from monitoring server.
Control-Plane Layer. The fundamental functionality of this layer is to provide the common interfaces (known as "North-Bound" and "South-Bound" open APIs) to the other layers for system consistency.
Data-Plane Layer. Switches in this layer implement topology/link state detection, available bandwidth monitoring, flow classification, and path selection for mice flow multipath routing.
We propose dividing the available bandwidth into multiple levels, and switches send messages only when the levels are changed. It can: 1) decrease the complexity of elephant flow scheduling; 2) reduce communication messages between the controller and switches; and 3) achieve better scalability. In this section, we illustrate CDFS workflow as depicted in Figure 2 .
Workflow
1. When each switch connects to the controller, it should report its identity and port configurations. The controller sends monitoring request to these switches. Switches undertake the monitoring functionalities and send back replies.
2. After the controller receives link state messages, it generates multiple routing paths for mice flows. If outgoing edges are different from previous ones for a switch, the controller will update relative routing entries on the switch to reflect this change.
3. The controller also collects the available bandwidth from switches for elephant flow scheduling. 4. When a new flow comes to a switch, the switch should decide whether it's an elephant flow according to the pre-configured flow classification rules. The switch sends elephant flow to the controller for scheduling. Otherwise, the switch selects an output port to send it out. These output ports are generated in step 2.
5. The controller schedules the elephant flow received in step 4. Note that, the controller generates routing entries for multipath routing when the topology/link states are updated. It eliminates the interaction between switches and the controller for multipath selection when the mice flow arrives.
Max-min Weight Flow Scheduling Algorithm
We use several symbols shown in Table 1 to describe our algorithm.
Every dynamic flow scheduling scheme should improve the overall throughput and avoid congestions. Therefore, the path with higher available bandwidth is more optimal. 
Evaluation
We evaluate CDFS based on the implementation with mininet [8] and ryu controller [9] . The functionality of available bandwidth monitoring is integrated into Open Vswitch [10] .
Methodology
We use Clos Fat-Tree topology [7] in the evaluation, as shown in Figure 3 . Table 2 . Hosts generate only few flows in the first traffic pattern, but many flows in the second one. We set the edge link bandwith 10 Mbps in the first traffic pattern, wheras we set it 1 Mbps in the other.
Evaluation Results and Analysis
The main evaluation results are as follows.
(1) The running time of max-min weight algorithm is linear with the increasing of network nodes and the max link weight.
(2) CDFS performs better than OpenFlow and ECMP mechanisms in network throughput, when mice flows dominate the network traffic.
(3) CDFS reduces the mice flow completion time by at least 60% compared with OpenFlow. (4) Max-min weight algorithm is designed to avoid the competition between elephant and mice flows. Running-time Figure 4a shows running-time of max-min weight consumes 50% less than the other algorithms, when the number of nodes exceeds 250. We also measure the running time of max-min weight algorithm with the increasing of the max link weight, in situations that the number of node ranges from 125 to 500 (see Figure 4b) . The results validate that the complexity of our algorithm is linear with the increasing of the max link weight.
Throughput
We measure statistics of all completed flows under traffic pattern 2 to evaluate network throughput (see Figure 5a) . The throughput measured is relatively small since a few other flows (e.g., control messages) are ignored. We find that the throughput of CDFS is almost 3.5 Mbps, exceeding OpenFlow by 10%. Figure 5b , c show that more flows are completed for CDFS compared against the other mechanisms. They also show that less flows miss deadlines for CDFS. The result validate that CDFS performs better than OpenFlow and ECMP mechanisms in network throughput. 
Latency
CDFS reduces FCT of mice flows by at least 60% compared with OpenFlow, for all elephant flow scheduling algorithms (see Figure 6 ). We find that it is because mice flows are forwarded out directly without sending them to the controller. FCT under max-min weight algorithm is reduced by at least 40% compared with the other algorithms. It illustrates that max-min weight algorithm is beneficial for elephant flows to avoid the congestion with mice flows. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a dynamic flow scheduling scheme in data centers. The evaluation results show that CDFS brings benefit to improve network throughput and to minimize the conflict between elephant and mice flows. We plan to validate the performance of CDFS in large scale data center networks, and improve the performance of multipath routing technologies in the future.
